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Trafficdata representing reality are

Trafficcounts

essential to effective management.

The /ntens-informationsystem of the Transport

New government policy can only be

Research Centre (TRC) holds data of a very high
quality on trafficittfensity on the Dutch highway-

efficient and effective when based on

system. The number of vehicles in the

correct and valid data. Policy-

Netherlands still increases and so does con-

development on mobility, attainability

gestion. In a word, trafficin tensity increases.
The every day's driver experiences this increase

and safety, benefits from reliable

quite clearly on his way to and from work,

informationprocessing on counts,

shopping or recreation.

speeds, congestion and accidents.

But what was the exact count on e.g. heavygoods-vehicles at 07:00 of a mondaymorning in

These data are also indispensable for

April 1997 on Highway no. 32 ? And the year

policy-measurements, calculation

before that ?

of noise nuisance-levels and

The Intens-system shows how counts on a

maintenance of the highways.

specific location on the highwaynetwork were :

This brochure enters into the collect-

- of a certain vehicle-class
-

at a certain hour of the day

ion, processing and presentation of

- on a certain kind of day

trafficcounts.

-

in a certain month

-

in a certain year

Furthermore Intens holds data on the development of the counts throughout the years.
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Countingnetwork

Validation of counts

Estimation of counts

For the collection of statistical data on traffic-

Intens validates the raw material technically

After the raw material has been validated it is

intensity we've designed and implemented the

and verifies its administration on availablity of

estimated based upon trafficlane-totals. During

Intens-countingnetwork. Over a 100 on-line

a so-caDed countingplan. A countingplan is the

this process counts are being assessed whether

systems of which data automatically read out

planning of the organization of the countingsites they really represent the traffic that passed by in

every day and approximately 300 off-line

and the operation of the counts.

accordance to historic information stored in

systems of which the memory-banks are being

Intens and by human assessment. The first stage

read on a monthly basis, have been installed

of this process is fully automated.

along the Dutch highwaysystem.

During this stage lane-totals are checked

As per summer 1997 the Intens-system also has

whether data is present for all driving-lanes for

access to a number of sites belonging to another

every hour of a day and for all vehicle-classes. If

Departmental system now being developed and

so, data is automatically assessed using historic

implemented by the TRC for Dynamic Traffic

data presented as referencing values.

Management on the highwaysystem. These sites

Some examples of such tests are :

operate on a on-line/semi-real-time-basis at

- does the lane-total match the referencing

01-min. intervals.

value ?
-

does the curve of the lane-total match the

refencing curve for that particular kind of day ?
-

are these lane-totals real ?

Trafficcounts that successfully pass these tests
can immidiately be used for further processing
such as interpolation of missing counts and for
averaging intensities over a certain period of
time.

Permanent countingpoint
•

Hourly count (yr)

O

Daily/24 h. count (yr)

A

Daily/24 h. count (yr)
Hourly count (periodically)

Periodical countingpoint
•

Daily / 24 h. & hourly count (periodically)

Main highwaynetwork

• M

Hinterlandconnection

M M Other main transport artery
M M Other main arteries

Human assessment

Recalculation of referencing values

Calculating intensities

When discrepancies have been found during the At regular intervals the TRC recalculated the
referencing values which are the basis for the
automated stage of estimation the next step is
human assessment.

As soon as all data has been assessed either
automatically or by operator they are being

automated estamationprocess.

processed by summarization and averaging over

Thus Intens adapts - in a 'self-learning' way -

a certain periode of time (day, week, month,

A lot of roadwork, maintenace-operations takes

to new situations on the Dutch highwaysystem.

year). For lanes that were not equipped with

place along any - and the Dutch system is no

Through this regular recalculationprocess the

countingsystems or did not occur in the

different in this - highwaystem, e.g.:

amount of work necessary for the human

countingplans during this period the intensity is

- blockage of driving-lanes during which traffic assessment stages can stay as limited as possible.

being derived from connecting lanes. If possible

is being directed via the hard shoulder where

intensities on remaining lanes will be calculated

there are no detection-loops

using modelling techniques.

- complete closing off a trafficlane detouring
traffic via the opposing lane
- closing off (stretches of) road for large
roadworks detouring traffic via other routes
- opening up a new road(section or stretch)
which withdraws traffic from other nearby
roads.
This kind of situations immediately have effect
upon the traffic counted because 'it behaves
differently'. In these cases counts will have to be
humanly assessed for some time.
The TRC has access to a large number of informationresources necessary to the human assessment-process and of course there is a keen sight

Indices on trafficcounts/intensities per road category 1996

other influencing circumstances on the flow
of traffic such as congestion or weather-
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Traffic-management

Next to these paper-reports Intens also has a

WegenBestand (National Road Base) is now

Various informationsystems support traffic-

digital information outlet. Specially designed

being built. This NRB not only includes the

management on the Dutch highwaysystem.

software is shipped with this data in order to

national highways, motorways, provincial- and

Intens supports trafficmanagement through

facilitate the clientele browsing the information. municipal roads but also the entire railwaynet-

statistically processing data and presenting them This software-package is called MTR+/Wegwerk. work and inlandwaterwaynetwork aswell. Mids
1998 Intens will start off using this NRB as its
for government-policies.
For dynamic traffic management other

MTR+/Wegwerk reports on trafficcounts as

digital network.

Departmental systems have been developed.

tables, graphics and maps. MTR+/Wegwerk

Well-known is the Motorway Traffic Signalling

also holds a planninginstrument presenting

Yet another new development is the increase of

Systems (MTM). Aswell as Intens some of these

information on the hours within a certain

the so-called 'fillinglevel1. Since equipment can

DTM-systems save data for statistical purposes.

period which are suitable for roadworks and

fail it's quite possible that 'gaps' appear in

These systems however lack the knowledge

maintenance. Furthermore MTR+/Wegwerk -

between trafficcounts and at a higher level in

based on validation and assessmentprocesses.

owners have yet another tool at their disposal

some intensity-ranges. Using statistically evalu-

Depending upon objectives and use, statistical

which roughly indicates the expected con-

ated reliable calculations most 'gaps' can

information can be obtained from either of

gestiondevelopment, time-loss and costs due to

be filled.

these systems.

roadworks and maintenance-operations.
1

Products based upon Intens information are

MTR-f/Wegwerk-users receive the latest data on For planningpurposes of roadwork and mainteCD-ROM by subscriptionorder.
nance, research has been started into the reliable

available to many organisations within and

estimation of intensities on other lanes on which

outside the Department. Examples e.g. over-

no derivation could be made.

views and lists such as quarterly and annual

New developments

reports, the Annual Report on Traffic,

The current Intens-system uses its own digital

For regional roadauthorities research has been

the Annual report on Goodstransport,

network to localise countingsites, lanes etc.

started into the detection and processing of

the Report Trafficflowquality and a number of

To make it possible to interact and integrate

5 vehicles-classes instead of the now existing

reports from the Dutch Central Bureau on

data from various traffic- and transportinform-

3-class-division.

Statistics.

ation-systems and -databases the Nationaal

Transport Research Centre (TRC)
The TRC is an advisory unit operating the full

The TRC supports not only the Ministry but

Directorate-General of Public Works and Water

transport spectrum (road, rail, water and air)

also various national and international govern-

Management (RWS)

presenting specialised and integrated products

ments, organisations and institutes. The TRC

Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer (RWS-AW)

like policy recommendations, advice, exchange

fosters the advancement of knowledge both

of knowledge, information and basic data.

Information Division (AW/BG/Rotterdam)
within and outside its own organisation. A large Transport and Traffic-information
porportion of the research and part of the
PO-box 1031, 3000 BA Rotterdam

collecting and processing of data is subcontract- Phone:+31 10 2825927,
Public Works and Water Management the TRC ed to outside institutes and private companies. Telefax:+31 10 2825641
combines knowledge and researchexpertise on A client-oriented philosophy and constant
Visitingadress: Boompjes 200
awareness towards quality are the key
the entire transport spectrum.
Within the Netherlands Ministry of Transport,

characteristics of its services. The product is
The responsibilities the TRC is charged with are tailored to the clients' needs retaining integrity
and scientific standards. The TRC acts as
advice, policy recommendations, systems-

Directorate-General of Public Works and Water
Management (RWS)
Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer (RWS-AW)

development, knowledge-management and

knowledgemanager, organiser and researcher

Information Division (AVV/BG/Heerlen)

datacollection for preparation, execution and

and, thererefore, plays a pivotal role at the

Traffic-safety-in formation

evaluation of government policies. This inter-

crossroads between policy, technology and

PO-box 2510, 6401 DA Heerlen

mediary position between policy and research

Phone:+31 45 5605333

lead to divergent activities. The 'conciousness-

Telefax:+31 45 5605224

function1 TRC imposes onto itself, becomes

Directorate-General of Public Works and Water Visitingadress: Akerstraat 27a

clear when it censoriously considers policies

Management (RWS)

and if necessary advices the Ministry at its own

Adviesdienst Verkeer en Vervoer (RWS-AW)

initiative.

PO-box 1031, 3000 BA Rotterdam
Phone:+31 10 2825600,
Telefax:+31 10 2825640
Visitingadress: Boompjes 200

Got curious and want to know more ?
More information on Intens, MTRf/Wegwerk,
theTRC or its publications can be obtained from :
AW/BG Servicedesk,
telephone: +31 45 5605200
faxnumber: +31 45 5605209
E-mail: servicedesk@avv.rw.s.minvenw.nl

